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while the apache has the potential to operate from a wide variety of airfields, the airport of choice will be the large airport at the iaf base at pathankot, india. the iaf base at pathankot is located in the northern punjab region of india, about 250 km north of the pakistani border. the base at pathankot is strategically located on a major transport corridor and is a major gateway to northern india. the iaf base at pathankot is built up on the top of a hill. the airport consists of a control tower, a terminal building, a fuel depot and a number of other buildings. iaf personnel and families live in the pathankot cantonment area that is located to the south of the airport. at present, the u.s. army does not have a major production contract for ah-64 apache attack helicopters. in 2014, u.
army program executive office for simulation, training and instrumentation (peo stri) awarded a $13,752,919 firm fixed price, indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity contract to lockheed martin corp., orlando, fla., for the manufacture of 21 ah-64e apaches for the u. army, according to the defense security cooperation agency, which oversees foreign arms sales for the pentagon. the apache has an amazing combination of firepower and protection. its 30mm cannon is protected by diamond plates, which are shaped in a circular pattern. this pattern helps in reducing the weight of the turret and improves handling, range of target acquisition and the survivability of the apache. parallel, which is much more efficient and more powerful than map reduce, has a large number of

frameworks and libraries for most commonly used computing languages. as long as the task is not too memory intensive, it can be done efficiently in parallel.
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the apaches have the potential to be utilised as high altitude bunker busters in which could be a decisive factor in mountain warfare. while the primary deployment of the choppers to be along the countrys western front, they might even be deployed in ladakh and sikkim for
bunker-busting operations. it is important to note that high altitudes diminish the choppers overall ability. the apache attack helicopter comes armed with a 30 mm automatic cannon, general-purpose hydra rockets and hellfire missiles, in short, this piece of military

hardware comes out of the factory packing some serious firepower! this assortment of an impressive range of munitions will allow a field commander to direct decisive firepower at critical moments anywhere in a theatre of battle, giving the initiative to the boots on the
ground. the apache attack helicopter has seen active service in afghanistan and iraq, during operation enduring freedom and operation iraqi freedom, the apache attack helicopter was utilised to provide close air support during military operations. the apache attack

helicopter has proven itself to be an effective tool for the united states military, something that the army has been looking to replicate with its own apache replacement programme. the army is hopeful of having apache-type helicopters in the indian army by 2023. each of
the indian army’s nine regiments is expected to be equipped with two apaches. the indian army is also interested in acquiring apache-type helicopters from israel, turkey and france. the indian army is expected to order another nine apaches to add to the current force of 20.
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